Writing Assignment
Creative Writing 10

Directions:

1. Read all of these directions before beginning the assignment.
2. Re-read the title you chose for your story and look at the draft you had drawn earlier for a possible cover for your story. If you feel that the possible cover you had drawn and the title you had given your story still fits after all of the edits and changes you have made to your story, ask the teacher for a piece of cardstock.
3. Using the cardstock you were given, draw the cover for your story. Remember that one of the ways we choose books and stories to read is by looking at the cover. The cover for your story must include the following: your title, your byline (author’s name), and appealing images to make a reader want to read your story. Make sure all words are spelled correctly, or you will have to re-do the cover.
4. Look over your cover, making sure there are no additional necessary changes or corrections. This should be your BEST work.
5. Mark the date on which you completed this assignment on your work plan.
6. Turn your cover in, using your purple and green folders, as soon as you finish the assignment, but no later than the due date listed on your work plan.